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Abstract. Multidimensional hierarchical (mTree) data are very common in daily
life and scientific research. However, mTree data exploration is a laborious and
time-consuming process due to its structural complexity and large dimension com-
bination space. To address this problem, we present mTreeIllustrator, a mixed-
initiative framework for exploratory analysis of multidimensional hierarchical data
with faceted visualizations. First, we propose a recommendation pipeline for the au-
tomatic selection and visual representation of important subspaces of mTree data.
Furthermore, we design a visual framework and an interaction schema to couple
automatic recommendations with human specifications to facilitate progressive ex-
ploratory analysis. Comparative experiments and user studies demonstrate the
usability and effectiveness of our framework.

Keywords: Multidimensional hierarchical data, visual exploratory analysis, visu-
alization recommendation, faceted visualization

1 INTRODUCTION

Multidimensional hierarchical data are commonly seen in life and scientific research;
examples include census data, enterprise organization data and biological struc-
ture data. We call a multidimensional hierarchical structure an mTree for brevity
considering that a tree is the most distinctive graphical depiction of a hierarchi-
cal structure [1]. Because the widths and depths of different layers and branches
vary widely, mTree data feature high structural complexity of structure and an im-
mensely high-dimensional combination space, which makes the exploration of such
data a challenging task [2]. Users must go through a tedious and time-consuming
process to interactively check and refine the exploration process to search for the
combinations that are interesting or useful [3]. Machine learning and visualization
can be adopted to accelerate exploration. Machine learning is leveraged to recom-
mend the most important subset to decrease the search space, and visualization is
used to present complex data and structures with intuitive graphical representations.
Instead of repeated manual iterations, the intelligent visualization recommender can
ease the exploration process by suggesting both important data and graphical views
for analysts to browse [4].

However, creating intelligent visualization recommender system for mTree data
is not easy. It requires a high level of expertise in mTree data visualization. On the
one hand, visual mTree data exploration involves both multidimensional informa-
tion understanding and hierarchical structure perception. To present the knowledge
contained in multiple dimensions, techniques that organize the multiple dimensions
in one chart are available, such as radar charts, parallel coordinate plots (PCPs) [5]
and scatter plot matrices, faceted visualization techniques that organize several sim-
ple charts together, where each chart encodes one facet can also be used, such as the
small-multiple and multiple coordinate view (MCV) technique. To present hierarchi-
cal information, many different visualization methods have been developed. Schulz
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maintains an online survey treeVis website [6], but determining which is the most
suitable method for a given dataset can be a challenge [7]. In practice, mTree data
exploration often requires bespoke [8, 2] to combine multidimensional and hierarchi-
cal information. For ordinary users without programming skills, a more automatic
technique would be more feasible.

On the other hand, some automatic tools have been developed to reduce the
technique threshold of visualization, including rule-based recommendation tools [9,
10] ranking mechanic-based tools [11, 10], machine learning-based tools [12, 11]
mixed-initiative tools [13]. These tools are mainly designed for tabular data. They
do not directly support multidimensional hierarchical data.

To bridge the gap in intelligent visual mTree data exploration, we propose an au-
tomatic pipeline and a visual analytic framework mTreeIllustrator. Considering the
large combination space of mTree data, the mTreeIllustrator cannot cover all pos-
sible combinations and visual representations. Inspired by the mixed-initiative user
interface paradigm that enables human to collaborate with the intelligent agents [14].
We integrate the auto-generated faceted visualization into the interactive human ex-
ploration, to inspire users to efficiently interpret the mTree data and update their
exploration directions. The main contributions are as follows.

1. We propose a novel machine-learning powered pipeline for the workflow of auto-
matic mTree data visualization. With it, the most important subspace of mTree
data is automatically selected and encoded as faceted visualizations.

2. We design a mixed-initiative visual analytic framework to couple the intelligent
visualization recommendations with user selections to support progressive mTree
data exploration. The framework also enables users to refine the recommended
visualizations and data subspace, and to visually compare mTree structures.

3. We demonstrate the usability and effectiveness of the proposed method and
framework by the comparative performance experiments and user studies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related
work. Section 3 describes the task and architecture. The proposed model is pre-
sented in Section 4. The visualization design of mTreeIllustrator is presented in
Section 5. Section 6 provides a systematic evaluation. We conclude our work in
Section 7.

2 RELATED WORKS

This section presents the research topics that are most relevant to our work, namely,
mTree data visualization and visualization recommendation.

2.1 Multidimensional and Hierarchical Data Visualization

Compared with tabular data, mTree data are more complex in terms of both their
structures and information organization patterns. Visualization plays an important
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role in exploring complex data [15]. Researchers have introduced various visualiza-
tion techniques to improve the efficiency of analyzing multidimensional and hier-
archical data. TreeVersity [16, 15] explores the cyclical changes in each dimension
of mTree data by introducing visualizations such as tables and time trend charts.
The McVA system [17] designs multiple coordinate views by combining hierarchical
bubble charts, PCP charts, word cloud charts, and radar plots to perform a com-
parative analysis of different countries and regions. Sakairi et al. [18] conducted
a visual comparison analysis on the dosages of different products materials by com-
bining hierarchical data with stacked plots. Li [1] developed a hierarchical data
comparison system that supports the interactive exploration and analysis of hier-
archical data and allows users to visualize data by selecting different hierarchical
visual layout algorithms to understand the characteristics of the data. The MCT
method [2] uses a combination of rectangular tree diagrams and PCP charts to as-
sist with the exploration of multidimensional information in hierarchical structures.
A rectangular tree diagram is used to encode a hierarchy, and the four edges of the
diagram are used as the four axes of parallel coordinates. Limited by the edge count
of a rectangle, it can visualize at most four dimensions. Zhou et al. [19] proposed
a visualization method to uncover the relationships of multiple attributes. PCP
charts and visual interaction techniques are used to assist the analysis process and
can help data analyst visually analyse the relationships between multiple attributes
and target variables. The relationships are encoded using the sunburst diagram.
With this diagram, analysts can determine the overall attribute relationships at
a glance. Although the above techniques contribute greatly to mTree data explo-
ration, the techniques themselves are relatively complex and require users to have
some visualization knowledge.

2.2 Visualization Recommendation

The goal of visualization recommendation is to automatically recommend suitable
charts based on the data characteristics of the given data to lower the technical
threshold of visualization and improve the efficiency of data exploration. A number
of mechanisms have been proposed to assist with visualization recommendation,
mainly including rule-based methods and machine learning-based approaches.

Rule-based visualization recommendation can be traced back to the APT
tool [20], developed by Mackinlay in the 1980s; this tool can automatically design
effective graphical representations of relational information (e.g., bar charts, scatter
diagrams, and connection diagrams). The tool is implemented using synthetic alge-
bra and graph design guidelines. Mackinlay considered graphical representations as
sentences of a graphical language. A wide variety of designs can be systematically
generated by using the composite algebra that makes up a small set of the original
graphical languages. In 1994, Sage [21] extended APT with more properties and
enhanced the user-oriented design. In 2007, ShowMe [22] extended automatic rep-
resentation to charts tables (often called small multiple displays), where VizQL is
based on the algebra used in APT, thus improving the algebra and enabling com-
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pilation into a database query language. Recently, Voyager [3, 4] aggregated the
knowledge derived from previous works using expressiveness and validity criteria to
evaluate visual coding options; this method integrates manual selection and rule-
based selection and enables users to engage in interactive browsing and refinement
based on multiple recommendations. In 2019, Moritz et al. [10] proposed Draco,
which develops hard constraints (e.g., the shape encoding channel cannot represent
quantity values) and soft constraints (e.g., by default, the temporal field is mapped
to the X-axis) based on common visual design guidelines and uses those rules to
recommend charts. Nan et al. [23] defined a set of visual language rules based on
data transformation, aggregation and visual mapping; summarized seven common
visualization tasks; and then recommended visualization charts based on these rules
and tasks.

With the expansion of machine learning, many creative works have been pro-
posed for visual chart recommendations based on artificial intelligence. DeepEye [11]
trained a recommendation model based on RankSVM. Given a dataset, the model
can select valid charts based on the data characteristics and rank them to obtain the
top-k options. Dibia et al. [24] proposed Data2Vis, a neural network-based transla-
tion model for automatically generating visualizations from a given dataset. In this
approach, the visualization generation problem is formulated as a language trans-
lation problem, where the data specification is mapped to the visualization spec-
ification using the Vega-Lite declarative language [25]. Text-to-Viz [26] supports
automatic infographics generation from natural language statements. VizML [12]
considers chart recommendation as a prediction problem, where the model predicts
the visual encoding of data for the given data column(s).

The above research demonstrates the effectiveness of recommendation-based ap-
proaches in data visualization. However, the existing work has mainly focused on
tabular data. Compared to tabular data, hierarchical data are more complex and
cannot be directly supported. To address this problem, we propose an automatic
pipeline and visualization framework for the visual exploration of mTree data.

3 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND ARCHITECTURE

3.1 Design Requirements

Based on the research problem, we have identified the following design requirements
that form our automatic pipeline and the visual analysis framework.

R1. Automatic dimension combination and selection: After obtaining new
data, users typically need to repeatedly select and check different dimension
combinations to obtain meaningful results. Such repetitive tasks should be im-
proved by automation procedures.

R2. Automatic chart recommendation: The target users have little or no vi-
sualization knowledge, so the system should be able to automatically help the
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user determine the appropriate visualization for a given dimension or dimension
combination.

R3. Support for iterative dimensions and charts refinement: The recom-
mendation provided by a machine learning model may not be optimal. Some-
times the users want to change dimensions or refine the visual coding of a chart
to meet their expectations, for example, adding new dimensions or changing the
color of a scatter plot.

R4. Support for interactive exploration and comparisons involving hie-
rarchical data: The developed system can support visual explorations and
comparisons of hierarchical data with different sizes and granularities, it allows
users to select a branch of the input hierarchical data for data dimension explo-
ration, and it supports the comparison of data from different branches.

R5. Support for exploration history tracking: Unlike tabular data, hierarchi-
cal data possess a more complex exploration path. Therefore, the design should
track and visualize the users’ exploration path so that users can clearly know
where they are and how they arrived there at any time to lighten their memory
burden.

3.2 The Architecture

As shown in Figure 1, the architecture of mTreeIllustrator consists of an automatic
recommendation pipeline module (Figure 1, right) and an interactive visualization
module (Figure 1, left). After a user uploads data via the graphical user interface,
the data are sent to the automatic pipeline. The machine learning-enabled pipeline
includes three seamlessly integrated models. First, the subspace importance assess-
ment model evaluates the importance of each dimension of the given mTree data
using the random forest (RF) algorithm and outputs the most important subspace to
the visualization recommendation model. The recommendation model predicts the
chart type for each valid dimension or dimension combination and passes these chart
types to the rule-based chart encoding model. Last, the encoding model translates
the subspace data and chart types into graphical charts and sends the visualizations
back to the user interface. Then, users can interactively explore and prioritize their
exploration based on the recommendation results. The UI also provides a set of
intuitive visual designs to present the overall mTree structure and the exploration
path to simplify the process of exploring complex tree structures.

4 AUTOMATIC PIPELINE

We propose an automatic pipeline to assist users in exploring mTree data. The auto-
matic pipeline consists of a dimension importance evaluation model, a visualization
recommendation model and a rule-based chart encoding model. Those models are
seamlessly connected, take the user data as inputs, select the most important sub-
space of the data, and present the subspace visually.
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Figure 1. The architecture of mTreeIllustrator

4.1 Subspace Importance Evaluation Model

To understand mTree data, users need to iteratively check different dimensions and
dimension combinations among layers and branches of the tree. With the numerous
combinations of dimensions, layers and branches, the search space is large. Although
many combinations are not important, users spend considerable time traversing
them. To avoid wasting time on low-information dimensions or combinations, we
propose a subspace importance assessment algorithm to allow the user to start their
exploration from the most important combinations.

Several machine learning models are capable of subspace selection. Considering
the interpretability, our model is designed based on the RF algorithm. The RF
algorithm is used to select the subspace with the most important dimensions.

An RF comprises multiple tree sets (TSs). The majority of the tree decisions
form the final decision. Each tree in a TS is a binary tree. The root node contains all
training samples. According to a certain principle, each node selects the dimension
that minimizes the “impurity” and uses this dimension as the branching dimension
to split the node into two branches, each of which contains the corresponding sub
samples. This process is repeated until the stopping condition is satisfied.

The frequently used measurements for “impurity” are the Gini index and out-
of-bag (OOB) error. The accuracy of the Gini index is higher than that of the OOB
when the signal-to-noise ratio is low, but in practice, it is difficult to obtain data
with a low signal-to-noise ratio. The OOB error is more adaptive. Therefore, the
OOB error is used to evaluate the importance of dimensions in our model. The
OOB-based dimension importance measure is determined as follows: First, an RF is
fit by applying the bootstrap aggregation (bagging) technique that repeatedly selects
random samples with replacement and fits multiple trees based on these samples [27].
Then, to measure the importance of dimension Xi, in each tree, the OOB prediction
error rate O1 is calculated, the values of the dimension Xi are permuted among the
training data, and the OOB error is computed again on the perturbed data set,
namely O2. Finally, the difference between O1 and O2 is calculated and normalized.
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The difference on all TSs is calculated, and the average value is obtained, this value

forms the importance score of Xi, which is denoted as V im
(OOB)
i . Dimensions with

larger values are ranked as more important than dimensions with smaller values.

The V im
(OOB)
ij of dimension Xi in tree j can be calculated as follows:

V im
(OOB)
ij =

∑nj
o

p=1 I(Yp = Y j
p )

nj
o

−
∑nj

o

p=1 I(Yp = Y j
p,π)

nj
o

, (1)

where Y j
p is the observed value of OOB in the jth tree and I(g) is the indicator

function, which takes a value of 1 when the two values are equal and 0 when they
are not equal. Yp ∈ {0, 1} is the result of the pth observation, and Y j

p,π ∈ 0, 1 is

the predicted result of the pth observation in the jth tree after random replacement.
When dimension Xi does not appear in the jth tree, its importance is 0.

The importance of dimension Xi in the whole RF algorithm is calculated in (2),
where n is the number of trees in RF.

V imOOB
i =

∑n
j=1 V imOOB

ij

n
. (2)

To calculate the dimension importance score for mTree dataset, the following
steps are used.

Step 1. According to the size of the currently explored mTree data, the multidi-
mensional data of each layer are merged to obtain a multidimensional set (MS).

Step 2. The dimensions in the MS are divided into a user set (US) and an evaluation
set (ES). The US includes a user-focused dimension and has a size of one. The
ES is the set of dimensions that are not selected by users. The aim of our model
is to evaluate the importance of each dimension in the ES relative to the US.
The higher the importance score is, the more significant the combination of it
and the US is, and the more likely it can help users gain insights.

Step 3. The dimensions are ranked in descending order according to their impor-
tance scores. The top 3 important dimensions {I1, I2, I3} are returned.

Finally, the user focused dimension U and the top three related dimensions
{I1, I2, I3} are chosen as the most important dimensions. Accordingly, the subset
with dimensions {U, I1, I2, I3} of the selected branch or branches is returned as the
important subspace.

4.2 LSTM-Based Subspace Visualization Recommendation Model

Selecting an appropriate visualization type for the important subspace is a com-
plex task, and multifaceted information needs to be presented in a limited screen
space. We propose an automated model to lower the threshold of this technique.
Considering that the target users of our system have little visualization knowledge,
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we specifically choose a less complex visualization technique: small multiples. It
encodes multidimensional information with multiple simple charts, and each chart
encodes one facet. We select four chart types, including bar charts, pie charts, line
charts, and scatter plots, which are the most commonly used chart types for ex-
ploring multidimensional data [28]. These charts can help users complete the most
frequent tasks, such as cluster analysis, correlation analysis, and anomaly detec-
tion [29].

Based on the design requirement, the recommendation process focuses more on
the data exploration width. Therefore, the chart style, such as its color options,
is beyond the recommendation scope. The aim of the recommendation model is to
determine the suitable chart type for each valid dimension or dimension combination.
Therefore, we formulate the recommendation problem as a classification problem:
choosing one chart type from the four available types.

For recommendation model selection, two main modeling types are available: the
learning-to-rank and the classification models. A learning-to-rank model is trained
to judge whether one visual encoding is better than another; examples include the
lambdaMART model, and the RankSVM model. A classification model such as
Neural Network (NN) model, is used to predict the possible design choice. Based
on the state-of-the-art research in visualization recommender systems [12, 10, 11],
the NN based classification models have better precision. Furthermore, the long
short-term memory (LSTM) model, a recurrent neural network (RNN) model vari-
ant, can overcome the vanishing gradient problem of traditional RNNs, and has
been widely adopted in visual analysis frameworks in recent years [30, 31]. There-
fore, in this work, we choose to adapt the LSTM model to predict chart types.
The comparative experiments in the evaluation section (Section 6.1) demonstrate
that it has better performance than the baseline NN and RankSVM models in our
scenario.

The recommended workflow is shown in Figure 2. It starts from the incoming
important subspace and formats it as a 4-dimensional table (1), it computes all valid
combinations containing one to three dimensions (2), and for each combination, it
extracts features (3) and sends them to the Bi-LSTM model (4) to predict the
appropriate chart type (5).

...

...

Single Dimension

Statistics

Combination 

Statistics

Attribute 

Data Type

{ line, bar, 

pie，

scatter }

4

6

4

for each

Bi-LSTM

1. Input Subspace 2. Dimension Combination 3. Features

4. Prediction Model

5. Chart Type

C
o

n
c
a
t

Figure 2. The workflow of visualization recommendation
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The input of the recommendation model is a selected subspace with {U, I1, I2,
I3}, where U is the user selected dimension, and I1, I2, and I3 are the top 3 important
dimensions. The charts supported by our model can encode 1 − 3 dimensions.
Enumerating all possible cases with 1− 3 dimensions from {U, I1, I2, I3}, we obtain
C1

4 + C1
4 + C3

4 = 14 combinations, some of which may not be valid. We obtain at
most 14 valid dimension combinations. In turn, the visualization recommendation
model will predict the most appropriate chart type for each valid combination.

Then, we need a way to convert those different characteristics into a multidi-
mensional vector. Here, we refer to the approach in VizML [12] and the analysis in
Table 1 and calculate the embedding vector of dimensions by feature engineering.
The embedding vector consists of the type of dimension, the statistical charac-
teristics of each single dimension (the total, mean, max, etc.), and the statistical
characteristics of the dimension combinations.

Finally, the output layer uses the Softmax activation function to classify the
input sequences and outputs the chart type with the highest probability.

4.3 Rule-Based Chart Encoding Model

The visualization recommendation model is only responsible for determining the
chart type. We also need to determine how to map the {dimension(s), chartType}
pair to a visual chart. For example, suppose that the input data contain two string-
type dimensions Mc1 and Mc2, and that the recommended chart type is a bar
chart. Then, a mapping rule is needed to determine which dimension is mapped
to the X-axis and which is mapped to the Y-axis, as well as whether operations
such as count and min are needed. In this example, the dimension with more
categories should be mapped to the X-axis; suppose that this dimension is Mc1.
Then, each value Mc1i in Mc1 is counted, and the percentage of each value Mc2i
in the other dimension Mc2 is used as the color map of the bar chart. In addition,
to avoid visual clustering, when the number of categories in Mc2 is greater than
five, we select the four most frequent categories, and the rest of the categories are
categorized as other.

We determine the rules with visualization expert interviews and refine the theme
during practice. It would be better if a systematic study could be performed in the
future. The mapping rules are developed and depended on the number of dimen-
sions, the types of the dimensions and the chart characteristics. Many combinations
of dimensions can be formed, and Table 1 lists only part of the encoding rules. In
the table, S refers to the string-data type, N refers to the numeric type, and D refers
to the temporal type.

5 VISUAL DESIGN

We design an interactive visualization framework, mTreeIllustrator, to fulfill the
design requirements mentioned in Section 3.1. mTreeIllustrator mainly consists of
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Dimension(s)
Recommended

Rules
Chart

{S} Pie chart Count and compute the percentage of each cat-
egory

{S,N} Bar chart Encode S as the X-axis, sum N based on Si

{D,S,N} Line Chart When D is more than the threshold, map D to
the X-axis, map N to the Y-axis, and use S for
coloring. When D is less than the threshold,
map S to the X-axis, map N to the Y-axis, and
use D for coloring.

Table 1. Chart encoding rules

eight components (Figure 3): control panel (Figure 3A–C), a hierarchical overview
(Figure 3D), navigation and comparison views (Figure 3E–F), and multidimensional
exploration view (Figure 3G–H). These views coordinate with each other to allow
users to conduct deeper exploration and comparison with the inspiration provided
by the recommended visualizations.

Figure 3. The interface of mTreeIllustrator. The left part contains an attribute view (A),
an attribute selection panel (B) and a chart refinement panel (C); the middle shows the
hierarchical overview (D) and the navigation and comparison views (E, F); the right
part contains multidimensional exploration views, including the top 5 recommendation
charts (G) and candidate charts (H).
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5.1 Hierarchical Overview

The mantra “overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand” [32] has been
widely used in the design of complex data exploration systems. Thus, we follow
this mantra and put the hierarchical overview view (Figure 3D) in the center and
surround it with the detailed views.

The hierarchical overview presents the overall structure and distribution of the
uploaded hierarchical data (R3). Considering the scale and topological variance of
user data, the system provides three layout methods (the top-left buttons) to allow
users to switch layouts to better display their data. Each layout method has its
own advantages. The orthogonal node-link diagram performs better in presenting
structures, but its spatial utilization is low, and it is not suitable for large data.
The radial node-link layout has better spatial utilization, but its presentation of
the tree depth is limited because its root node is fixed to the center of the circle.
Therefore, it is suitable for presenting compact hierarchical data with a small depth.
The circular treemap is not as intuitive as the node-link diagram, but it can encode
more data elements within the same screen space. It also has advantages in terms
of internode comparisons among large hierarchical data [33].

After becoming familiar with the overall information, users generally want to
perform deeper exploration based on their analysis interests (R4). To support this
requirement, a box selection button (the top-right button) is designed to allow users
to select a node or a branch for deeper fine-grained exploration.

5.2 Multiple Dimensions Exploration View

As shown in Figure 3G, the multiple dimensions exploration view visually presents
the recommendation result from the automatic recommendation pipeline (R3). A se-
ries of small charts are generated by the visualization recommendation model, and
each chart presents a facet of an important subspace. The chart order is sorted
according to their importance scores. Based on the recommendation pipeline de-
scribed in Section 4, we obtain at most 14 graphical charts. These charts are ranked
based on whether they encode the user selected dimension (U1), the dimension
count, and the dimension importance scores. To promote exploration broadness,
we present multiple charts based on the current user selection. However, to avoid
overwhelming users with too much information, we need to limit the charts counts.
Following the “the seven plus or minus two” rule proposed by psychologist George
Miller [34], human short-term memory can store only five to nine pieces of informa-
tion, five for complex information, and nine for simple information. Therefore, to
strike a balance, only the top five charts are shown. The other candidates are
listed in a table next to the top charts (Figure 3H). If users are interested in
a candidate chart in the table, they can click on it. The system will display the
chart.
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5.3 Navigation and Comparison Views

During exploration, another challenge is that the exploration path may be long due
to the structural complexity of hierarchical data. To lighten users’ memory bur-
dens, the exploration history view (R4-5) is designed to track users’ exploration
path so that the users can clearly see where they are and how they got there at any
time. The branches or nodes that a user has visited during exploration are saved
as thumbnails based on the access order. The most recently visited data are in-
serted from the left. Furthermore, users often need to perform comparisons between
different hops of the exploration history, and the comparison view (Figure 3F) is
designed to allow users to select a comparison target to compare (R5). By clicking
on the history thumbnail or by directly selecting a branch from the hierarchical
overview, a comparison target is selected. With the target, the back end of our sys-
tem temporarily generates a classification dimension and treats it as a user-selected
dimension. Then, the recommendation pipeline automatically generates the most
relevant dimensions regarding this target dimension and refreshes the top charts
in the multidimensional exploration view. This process can help users efficiently
complete the multidimensional substructure comparison.

5.4 Control Panel

The control panels are designed to support users’ deeper analyse and free exploration
(R3-4), and they mainly consist of the dimension view (Figure 3A), a dimension se-
lection panel (Figure 3B) and a chart refinement panel (Figure 3C). Please note that
in the UI design, the term “Attribute” indicates the “Dimension” in the recommen-
dation pipeline. We use this term because it is easier for target users to understand.
The attribute view presents the attribute name, attribute category, and importance
score in the current exploration. The importance score is calculated by the subspace
importance assessment model based on the user-selected attribute. In the attribute
selection panel, users can choose attributes, and then the system passes the user
selection to the recommendation pipeline. The goal of the chart refinement panel
is to allow users to modify and refine the recommended charts (R4). Inspired by
the design of Voyager, the panel mainly provides three functions: the chart type
selection, data operation selection and visual coding. According to the recommen-
dation pipeline, scatter plots, line charts, bar charts, and pie charts are supported.
Tha data operations refer to the max, min, count, sum, and range calculations. For
example, if the final chart is a scatter plot, the user can perform data operation on
the y-axis. If the max operation is selected, the y-axis encodes the maximum of the
data. The visual encoding editor supports the user in changing the element colors
and sizes. Users can change the encoding setting according to their preferences. To
edit a recommended chart in Figure 3G, the user clicks on the chart, and then the
system automatically loads the configuration options of that chart into the chart
editor.
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5.5 Interaction Design

Rich interactions are provided in the mTreeIllustrator user interface to facilitate the
mixed-initiative data exploration. As shown in Figure 3, users can click to select
their branch of interest in the mTree Overview chart (Figure 3D), or set their de-
sired attribute in the attribute view (Figure 3A). Accordingly, the recommendation
pipeline is automatically triggered to calculate the top attributes and visualizations
related to the latest user selection, and then update the attribute table view (Fig-
ure 3A) and the multidimensional exploration view (Figure 3E). In addition, the
system allows users to refine the system recommendation. They can add or delete
the recommended attributes (Figure 3B), change the chart encoding (Figure 3C),
or zoom out the candidate charts (Figure 3H).

5.6 Scalability Consideration

For scalability, the current mTreeIllustrator design is targeted for moderate-size
data that can be rendered in acceptable time and fit into the available screen size,
i.e., thousands of data items. In exploration cases with larger data sizes, tech-
niques such as Level-of-Detail (LoD) rendering may be extended from our frame-
work.

6 EVALUATION

To verify the effectiveness and usability of the visualization framework proposed in
this paper, we performed both performance evaluations and user studies.

6.1 Model Performance Evaluations

We conduct a comparative experiment to evaluate the performance of our model.

Data: The experimental dataset is derived from a subset of the VizML corpus which
includes data and visual chart mapping pairs published by Plotly community
users. After performing data cleaning, the valid dataset consists of 31 829 scatter
plots, 12 002 bar charts, 23 702 line charts and 3 144 pie charts. For model
training, the dataset is split into training/validation/test sets with a ratio of
60/20/20. The chart type distribution of this dataset is imbalanced, which may
cause the prediction to be inclined toward the class with more samples and
affect the generalization ability of the model. To prevent this problem, the
class reorganization method [35] is used to balance the training dataset. This
method needs to be repeated before each training step. The procedure is shown
in Figure 4.

First, the original samples are classified and arranged by the chart type. Sup-
pose that chart type M has the maximum number of samples. A random
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ID Chart Type

0 chart000 pie

1 chart001 pie

2 chart002 pie

0 chart003 bar

1 chart004 bar

0 chart005 line

1 chart006 line

2 chart007 line

3 chart008 line
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2

1

3

2

1

4
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3
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pie count: 3 
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chart000 pie

chart003 bar
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chart001 pie

chart004 pie

chart0002 pie
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chart009 line

chart000 pie
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chart004 line

chart006 bar

chart005 bar

a. Sort by chart type b. count each type

c. random list based on

 max count
e. random arrangementd. resample each type

mod 3

mod 2

mod 5

Figure 4. Procedure for balancing the training dataset

list L is generated for each class based on the count of M, and the random
number in L is used to balance the number of samples in each class to ob-
tain the corresponding index. Then, a random chart list (CLs) are gener-
ated by extracting charts from each class according to the index. All CLs
are concatenated and randomly placed to obtain the last chart list (LCL).
Now, the samples in each class in the LCL are equal. The advantage of this
method is that it does not require extra information and can be run automati-
cally.

Environment and Configuration: Our model is implemented with Python ver-
sion 3.7 and PyTorch framework version 1.7.1 on a Windows desktop (Intel
Core@2.30GHz CPU with 12GB of memory). The initial learning rate is set to
5× 10− 4, and the loss is reduced by a factor of 10 if the loss plateau is encoun-
tered; otherwise, the reduction is triggered every 5 interactions. The dropout
rate is set to 0.5, the batch size is set to 128, and 100 epochs are run to train
the model.

Procedure: We select three models which are used in the recent visualization rec-
ommendation systems as comparison, namely a support vector machine (SVM),
a neural network (NN), and the RankSVM model. RankSVM is the model used
by the DeepEyes visualization recommendation, and NN is used in the VizML
and LQ2 tools. Among them, the NN has the best performance and is used as
the baseline model. The evaluation metrics are as follows: the accuracy (Acc) is
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calculated in (3); the precision (Pre) is calculated in (4); the recall (Rec) is cal-
culated in (5); and the F1 score is calculated in (6). The metrics are computed
based on the confusion matrix that counts the correct and incorrect prediction
counts: TPs (true positive), FPs (false positive), TNs (true negative), and FNs
(false negative), where TP + FP + TN + FN = the total samples. The details
are as follows:

Acc =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
, (3)

Pre =
TP

TP + FP
, (4)

Rec =
TP

TP + FN
. (5)

Results: The experimental results are given in Table 2. The evaluation metrics,
Acc, Rec, Pre and F1 of our model are above 93.9%, which is better than those of
the other models. The results in the table show that the NN model outperforms
the SVM model in terms of accuracy and F1 scores. Among the NN models,
the recurrent RNN-based model (Ours) is slightly better than the baseline NN
model, which may be because the RNN model better captures the data features
during training and requires fewer samples.

Model Acc Rec Pre F1

SVM 0.851 0.841 0.832 0.836

RankSVM 0.861 0.842 0.835 0.838

NN 0.881 0.874 0.863 0.868

Ours 0.949 0.946 0.939 0.942

Table 2. Performance metric distribution of the four models

Ten epochs are run to compare the training time changes exhibited by the mod-
els, the accuracy (Acc) and loss (Loss) values are assessed for each run, and the
results are plotted in Figure 5.

Figure 5 a) shows that the accuracies of all models first increase with increasing
epochs and then stabilize. In the first 4 epochs, the nonneural models fluctuate
considerably. During the stable phase, the accuracies of all models exceed 84%,
and the accuracy values of the two NN models are greater than 90%. However, our
model can reach 90% accuracy with fewer epochs, so it has a good classification
ability in a shorter training time.

As shown in Figure 5 b), the loss rate of our model is in the range of 0.2% to
0.4%, which is lower than that of the comparative models, and indicates that the
convergence of the proposed model is better. The loss rate fluctuates once, which
may be caused by sudden changes in some unknown factors, but it does not affect
the overall trend. Overall, our model outperforms the comparative model in terms
of convergence speed and accuracy.
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a) Accuracy

b) Loss

Figure 5. Prediction distributions of the four models

6.2 User Study

We conducted user studies to evaluate the effectiveness of our visual analysis frame-
work. Procedure and Participants: Three visualization experts and scholars were
invited to discuss the evaluation metrics. Each expert had more than 5 years
of experience with visualization. After discussion, the practicality, explanation,
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effectiveness, readability and usability metrics were selected. Based on these five
metrics and the analysis objectives of this paper, user studies were designed.

We conducted the study with ten volunteers from our school. The age range was
19 to 25 years, there were 7 males, 3 females, 6 undergraduates, and 4 graduates.
Three of them had one year of experience in visualization, and the other had little
knowledge of visualization. We selected a dataset that was familiar to the volunteers,
namely, the book borrowing records dataset of a university library1 and a literature
books subset. First, we introduced the background, the data and the analysis task
and then demonstrated the use of the mTreeIllustrator system. Subsequently, after
a Q&A, the volunteers started their exploration. During their explorations, they
were asked to record details they found meaningful or interesting.

Result and Analysis: Based on the exploration records, we interviewed the users;
two representative use cases are shown in Figure 6 a) and Figure 6 b).

Volunteer 1’s attention was first drawn to the hierarchical overview, where he
found that the most popular books were romance novels, as shown in Figure 6 a)
part A. The volunteer then wanted to know which majors contributed the most.
He clicked on the node representing romance novels in the hierarchical overview,
and the system automatically updated the overview view with only the romance
novel data and generated top visualizations for the important attribute com-
binations in the multidimensional exploration view, from which the volunteer
found the histogram of borrowing statistics for each major (B). Students in the
“Administration” major contributed the most, followed by “Storage and Trans-
portation” and “Financial Management”. Then, he wanted to know the gender
distribution, but the gender attribute was not selected by the recommendation
pipeline. Therefore, he manually added that attribute, and the system regener-
ated top the charts according to the new selection. The volunteer first looked
at the recommended pie chart (C) showing the percentages of male and female
borrowers and found that the proportion of men was much larger than that
of women. This phenomenon was unexpected; he thought that females would
be the main readers of romance novels, but the proportion of males was much
larger (D–E) in this dataset. The volunteer thought that was an interesting find-
ing. Overall, the volunteer thought that the system could help users efficiently
understand the characteristics of borrowing patterns.

Volunteer 2 focused on the prose branch on the hierarchical overview, as shown in
Figure 6 b) part A, and added the gender attribute (B) to the currently explored
attribute set. From the attribute exploration view, she found that the readers
were mainly from “Architecture”, “College of Electronic Science”, and “Social
Work” majors (C), and their borrowing dates were mainly March 2014 (D). The
background of the readers shows that readers may be less interested in books
in the prose category. Readers from the “Chinese” major contributed the most.
This may be related to their course study needs.

1 https://github.com/wenbl/LibraryBigData/tree/master/data

https://github.com/wenbl/LibraryBigData/tree/master/data
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a) Volunteer 1

b) Volunteer 2

Figure 6. Exploration paths
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The exploration results from the two volunteers illustrate that the automatic
pipeline and the visual analysis system can help users quickly become familiar
with mTree data and can also support efficient fine-grained exploration.

Usability Evaluation: After the users finished the experiment, they were asked to
complete a questionnaire to evaluate the efficiency of the system. The assessment
data are quantified using a five-point Likert scale, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Score distribution of the questionnaire

Most volunteers agreed that mTreeIllustrator is useful, easy to learn, and easy
to use. Each volunteer learned to use the tool quickly. When they were asked
to compare their experience with that of previous library data exploration tools,
they were all more in favor of this visual tool, saying the charts were easier to
understand than the abstract data. Volunteer 3 said she especially liked the small
charts in the left panel since they provided insight for further exploration. Among
all metrics, the validity metric was slightly weaker than those of the other metrics.
We interviewed the volunteers and found that the main reason for this score was
that the attributes that the user wants to explore were occasionally not included
in the recommendation list. For example, volunteer 1 manually added the gender
attribute. This is a valuable finding; our model does not consider user differences,
but in reality, people from different backgrounds do have different preferences. In
the future, personalized learning algorithms would be studied.
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7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented mTreeIllustrator, a mixed-initiative framework for vi-
sual and interactive mTree data exploration. We proposed a machine learning-
powered pipeline, consisting of an RF-based subspace importance evaluation model,
a Bi-LSTM based visualization recommendation model and a rule-based chart en-
coding model, to automatically select the most important subspace from mTree
data and encode the subspace into faceted visualizations. Moreover, we designed
a visual framework and an interaction schema to couple the autogenerated visual-
izations with user selections to support progressive mTree data exploration. This
approach also allows users to refine both the recommended visualizations and the
data subspace, and to visually compare selected mTree structures. Comparative
experiments and user studies demonstrated that our framework has good perfor-
mance and can enable users to perform efficient and insightful mTree data explo-
ration.

In the future, we plan to expand the range of our recommendation models.
First, our model is purely data driven, and we plan to also consider the personal
preferences and analysis goals to enable more diversified analyse. Another interest-
ing area would involve studying the user interaction patterns exhibited during the
mTree data exploration process and to developing models for providing navigation
suggestions.
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